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Abstract
We propose a theory of the thermal Casimir interaction for multilayered test bodies coated
with a graphene sheet. The reflection coefficients on such structures are expressed in terms of
the components of the polarization tensor and the dielectric permittivities of material layers. The
developed theory is applied to calculate the gradient of the Casimir force between an Au-coated
sphere and a graphene sheet deposited on a SiO2 film covering a Si plate, which is the configuration
of a recent experiment performed by means of a dynamic atomic force microscope. The theoretical
results are found to be in very good agreement with the experimental data. We thus confirm that
graphene influences the Casimir interaction and can be used for tailoring the force magnitude in
nanostructures.
PACS numbers: 12.20.Ds, 78.67.Wj, 65.80.Ck, 12.20.Fv
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I. INTRODUCTION
Graphene is a 2D sheet of carbon atoms which finds diverse applications in nanotechnol-
ogy and other fields due to its unusual electrical, mechanical and optical properties [1]. As a
potential element of nano- and microelectromechanical devices, graphene can be separated
by distances of the order of tens or hundreds of nanometers from the other elements. These
are the distances at which the van der Waals and Casimir forces caused by the zero-point
and thermal fluctuations of the electromagnetic field become dominant [2]. That is why the
fluctuation induced dispersion forces from graphene have attracted considerable attention
in the last few years.
Many papers have been devoted to the calculation of van der Waals and Casimir forces
between two graphene sheets [3–11], a graphene sheet and a material plate made of metal-
lic, semiconductor or dielectric materials [4–9, 12–14], a graphene sheet and an atom, a
molecule, or other polarizable particle [15–18]. The calculations of the free energies and
forces were performed using the Lifshitz theory [19] or its equivalent combined with the re-
flection coefficients on graphene expressed via some version of the density-density correlation
function [5, 6, 8, 9, 18] or the polarization tensor for graphene defined in (2+1)-dimensional
space-time [4, 7, 10, 11, 13, 15, 17]. It was found [5, 7, 10, 11, 13, 17, 20] that the thermal
Casimir force in graphene systems is qualitatively different from the case of plates made
of conventional materials where the classical regime holds at separations exceeding the so-
called thermal length equal to a few micrometers at room temperature [11, 21]. However
for the configuration of two parallel graphene sheets, the classical behavior of the Casimir
interaction, characteristic for the case of large separations (high temperatures), holds at
separations exceeding a few hundred nanometers [5, 7, 10], i.e., for an order of magnitude
shorter separations than for conventional materials.
Measurements of the Casimir force between two freestanding graphene sheets present
additional difficulties, as compared to the case of metallic or semiconductor surfaces (see
Refs. [22–24] for a review of experiments on measuring the Casimir force). Because of
this, in the pioneering experiment [25] the gradient of the Casimir force was measured
between an Au-coated sphere and a graphene sheet deposited on a SiO2 film covering a Si
plate. Measurements have been performed by means of a dynamic atomic force microscope
(AFM) operated in the frequency-shift technique, i.e., using a method well tested in previous
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experiments with metallic test bodies [26–31] and demonstrated its high efficiency. However,
the comparison of experiment with theory in Ref. [25] used an approximate additive method
where the gradients of the Casimir force between a Si-SiO2 system and an Au-coated sphere,
and between a graphene sheet described by the Dirac model and the same sphere, were
computed independently and then added. Such an approximation was applied in the absence
of exact reflection coefficients for graphene deposited on a substrate at nonzero temperature
(the available reflection coefficients [9, 32, 33] were expressed in terms of the density-density
correlation function or, equivalently, the conductivity of graphene whose explicit dependence
on the temperature remained unknown). As a result, the theoretical force gradient computed
using an assumption of additivity overestimated the measured force gradient. This was
explained [25] by the fact that an additive method does not take into account the screening
of the SiO2 surface by the graphene layer. Thus, up to now a complete quantitative theory
explaining the measurement data of Ref. [25] has been missing leading to some uncertainty
in the demonstrated influence of graphene on the Casimir force.
In this paper, we express the reflection coefficients for a graphene sheet deposited on a
multilayered substrate made of conventional materials via the components of the polarization
tensor defined at any nonzero temperature and the dielectric permittivities of substrates.
The obtained reflection coefficients coincide with those found recently by another method
[34]. Then, we substitute the obtained reflection coefficients in the Lifshitz theory and
calculate the gradient of the Casimir force in the experimental configuration of Ref. [25] with
no additional assumptions or fitting parameters. We demonstrate that the experimental data
are in a very good agreement with theory within the limits of experimental errors. Thus,
the developed theory confirms the demonstration of the Casimir force from graphene in
Ref. [25] and can be used for interpretation of future experiments on measuring the Casimir
interaction from graphene deposited on multilayered material substrates.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we express the reflection coefficients from
graphene deposited on a thick material plate (semispace) in terms of the components of the
polarization tensor. Section III contains the generalization of these reflection coefficients for
graphene deposited on a multilayered substrate and the comparison between the developed
theory and the experimental data of Ref. [25]. In Sec. IV the reader will find our conclusions
and discussion.
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II. REFLECTION COEFFICIENTS FROM GRAPHENE ON A SUBSTRATE IN
TERMS OF THE POLARIZATION TENSOR
First, we consider a thin film spaced above a thick plate (semispace) parallel to it in
vacuum separated by a gap of thickness d. Let the film be characterized by the amplitude
reflection coefficient r1 and the transmission coefficient t1, and the plate be characterized
by the amplitude reflection coefficient r2 (we are interested in the reflection coefficients
calculated along the imaginary frequency axis ω = iξ). Note that the amplitude coefficients
correspond to ratios of the reflected (transmitted) complex-valued amplitudes of the electric
field to that of the incident field. They are different from the power coefficients which are the
fractions of the incident power that is reflected or refracted at the interface. Then, taking
into account multiple reflections on the plane of the film and on the upper boundary plane
of the plate, one obtains the reflection coefficient R on the system consisting of the film, the
gap and the plate (see, for instance, Ref. [35])
R = r1 + t1r2t1e
−2dq
∞∑
n=0
(
r1r2e
−2dq
)n
= r1 +
t1r2t1e
−2dq
1− r1r2e−2dq
, (1)
where
q =
(
k2
⊥
+
ξ2
c2
)1/2
(2)
and k⊥ is the projection of the wave vector on the plane of the film. Note that Eq. (1)
is applicable to both the transverse magnetic (TM) and transverse electric (TE) reflection
coefficients defined for the two independent polarizations of the electromagnetic field.
Now we apply Eq. (1) to a graphene sheet (g) spaced at a height d above a material
semispace (s) characterized by the frequency-dependent dielectric permittivity ε1(iξ). We
consider in succession the cases of TM and TE reflection coefficients. Although for the
TM polarization of the electromagnetic field there is no general relationship between the
amplitude reflection and transmission coefficients [36], for a graphene sheet in vacuum it
can be shown that [33]
t
(g)
TM = 1− r
(g)
TM. (3)
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Then, by putting r1 = r
(g)
TM, t1 = t
(g)
TM and r2 = r
(s)
TM in Eq. (1), and using Eq. (3), one obtains
R
(g,s)
TM = r
(g)
TM +
t
(g)
TMr
(s)
TMt
(g)
TMe
−2dq
1− r
(g)
TMr
(s)
TMe
−2dq
=
r
(g)
TM + r
(s)
TM
(
1− 2r
(g)
TM
)
e−2dq
1− r
(g)
TMr
(s)
TMe
−2dq
. (4)
In order to obtain the reflection coefficient from graphene deposited on a thick plate
(semispace), we put d→ 0 in Eq. (4) and arrive at
R
(g,s)
TM =
r
(g)
TM + r
(s)
TM
(
1− 2r
(g)
TM
)
1− r
(g)
TMr
(s)
TM
. (5)
Note that Eq. (1) was used in Ref. [18] for application to the TM mode of the electromagnetic
field, but with an incorrect relationship t
(g)
TM = 1 + r
(g)
TM instead of Eq. (3).
For a graphene sheet in vacuum the TM reflection coefficient in terms of the polarization
tensor takes the form [7]
r
(g)
TM ≡ r
(g)
TM(iξ, k⊥) =
qΠ00(iξ, k⊥)
qΠ00(iξ, k⊥) + 2h¯k2⊥
, (6)
where an exact expression for the 00-component of the polarization tensor Π00 in (2+1)-
dimensional space-time can be found in Refs. [7, 10, 13, 17] (see Sec. III for the expression
used in computations). Note that Π00 depends on the temperature as a parameter.
The TM reflection coefficient on the boundary between a vacuum and a semispace is the
well known Fresnel coefficient [2, 19]
r
(s)
TM ≡ r
(s)
TM(iξ, k⊥) =
ε1(iξ)q − k1
ε1(iξ)q + k1
, (7)
where
k1 ≡ k1(iξ, k⊥) =
[
k2
⊥
+ ε1(iξ)
ξ2
c2
]1/2
. (8)
Substituting Eq. (7) in Eq. (5), we arrive at the TM reflection coefficient from the graphene
sheet deposited on a material semispace
R
(g,s)
TM (iξ, k⊥) =
ε1q + k1
(
q
h¯k2
⊥
Π00 − 1
)
ε1q + k1
(
q
h¯k2
⊥
Π00 + 1
) , (9)
where Π00 ≡ Π00(iξ, k⊥) and ε1 ≡ ε1(iξ).
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For convenience in computations, we express Eq. (9) in terms of the dimensionless vari-
ables
y = 2aq, ζ = 2aξ/c (10)
leading to
k1 =
1
2a
[
y2 + (ε1 − 1)ζ
2
]1/2
. (11)
The reflection coefficient (9) in terms of the new variables takes the form
R
(g,s)
TM (iζ, y) =
ε1y +
√
y2 + (ε1 − 1)ζ2
(
y
y2−ζ2
Π˜00 − 1
)
ε1y +
√
y2 + (ε1 − 1)ζ2
(
y
y2−ζ2
Π˜00 + 1
) , (12)
where
Π˜00 ≡ Π˜00(iζ, y) =
2a
h¯
Π00 (13)
is the dimensionless polarization tensor [10, 13, 17].
We now proceed with the case of the TE reflection coefficient for a graphene sheet at a
height d in vacuum above a semispace. There is a general relationship between the amplitude
reflection and transmission coefficients in the case of TE polarization of the electromagnetic
field [36]
t
(g)
TE = 1 + r
(g)
TE. (14)
Substituting this in Eq. (1) and putting r1 = r
(g)
TE, t1 = t
(g)
TE and r2 = r
(s)
TE, we obtain
R
(g,s)
TE = r
(g)
TE +
t
(g)
TEr
(s)
TEt
(g)
TEe
−2dq
1− r
(g)
TEr
(s)
TMe
−2dq
=
r
(g)
TE + r
(s)
TE
(
1 + 2r
(g)
TE
)
e−2dq
1− r
(g)
TEr
(s)
TEe
−2dq
. (15)
In the limiting case d → 0 one obtains from Eq. (15) the TE reflection coefficient for a
graphene deposited on a semispace
R
(g,s)
TE =
r
(g)
TE + r
(s)
TE
(
1 + 2r
(g)
TE
)
1− r
(g)
TEr
(s)
TE
. (16)
The TE reflection coefficient for a graphene sheet in vacuum is given by [7]
r
(g)
TE ≡ r
(g)
TE(iξ, k⊥) = −
k2
⊥
Πtr(iξ, k⊥)− q
2Π00(iξ, k⊥)
k2
⊥
Πtr(iξ, k⊥)− q2Π00(iξ, k⊥) + 2h¯k2⊥q
, (17)
where the exact expression for Πtr can be found in Refs. [7, 10, 13, 17] (see also Sec. III).
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The Fresnel TE reflection coefficient from a semispace to a vacuum is given by [2, 19]
r
(s)
TE ≡ r
(s)
TE(iξ, k⊥) =
q − k1
q + k1
. (18)
Substituting Eqs. (17) and (18) in Eq. (16), one obtains the TE reflection coefficient from
the graphene sheet deposited on a semispace
R
(g,s)
TE (iξ, k⊥) =
q − k1 −
1
h¯k2
⊥
(k2
⊥
Πtr − q
2Π00)
q + k1 +
1
h¯k2
⊥
(k2
⊥
Πtr − q2Π00)
, (19)
where Πtr ≡ Πtr(iξ, k⊥). If we take into account the connections between the polarization
tensor and the temperature-dependent density-density correlation functions and nonlocal
dielectric permittivities found in Ref. [34], it can be seen that the reflection coefficients (9)
and (19) coincide with the respective coefficients derived in Refs. [9, 32, 33] from the exact
electrodynamic boundary conditions.
In terms of dimensionless variables (10) the reflection coefficient (19) takes the form
R
(g,s)
TE (iζ, y) =
y −
√
y2 + (ε1 − 1)ζ2 −
(
Π˜tr −
y2
y2−ζ2
Π˜00
)
y +
√
y2 + (ε1 − 1)ζ2 +
(
Π˜tr −
y2
y2−ζ2
Π˜00
) , (20)
where
Π˜tr ≡ Π˜tr(iζ, y) =
2a
h¯
Πtr. (21)
The representation (20) is convenient for use in numerical computations.
III. COMPARISON BETWEEN EXPERIMENT AND THEORY
In the experiment of Ref. [25] the gradient of the Casimir force was measured between
an Au-coated hollow glass sphere of radius R = 54.1µm and a large area graphene sheet
deposited on a D = 300 nm thick SiO2 film covering a B-doped Si plate of 500µm thickness.
The thickness of the Au coating on the sphere was measured to be 280 nm. With respect to
the Casimir force, the sphere can be considered as completely gold and the Si plate as an
infinitely thick semispace [2]. However, the exact thickness of the SiO2 film should be taken
into account in computations of the theoretical Casimir force.
In the dynamic measurement scheme by means of the AFM the sphere was attached to
a cantilever oscillating with the natural resonant frequency ω0. Under the influence of the
external force, electric and Casimir, the resonant frequency was modified. The change in
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the frequency ∆ω = ωr−ω0, where ωr is the resonance frequency in the presence of external
force, was measured by means of a phase-locked loop and recorded as a function of separation
a between the sphere and graphene surfaces. This frequency change is proportional to the
gradient of the external force.
Measurements were performed in high vacuum down to 10−9Torr with two graphene
samples in two different ways. In the first case, after the electrostatic calibration (i.e.,
determination of the calibration constant, residual potential difference, and the separation
at the closest approach between the test bodies by applying different voltages), the gradient
of the Casimir force was subtracted from the total measured force gradient resulting in the
gradient of the Casimir force. In the second case, only the compensating voltage equal to
the residual potential difference was applied to graphene, and the gradient of the Casimir
force was an immediately measured quantity.
Altogether 84 force-distance relations have been measured (20 with different applied
voltages and 22 with applied compensating voltage for each of the two graphene samples).
All the results were found to be in a very good mutual agreement in the limits of the
experimental errors [25]. Below we perform the theory-experiment comparison for the two
sets of mean measured gradients of the Casimir force obtained for the two graphene samples
with applied compensating voltages. In this case the total error of the measured gradients of
the Casimir force is slightly smaller than for the other two sets with subtracted electrostatic
forces because the latter are calculated with some errors which should be added to the total
experimental error common to both ways of measurement.
In Figs. 1 and 2 the mean gradients of the Casimir force, measured [25] for the first and
second graphene samples, are indicated as crosses. The averaging was performed over 22
force-distance relations obtained for each of the two samples. The horizontal arms of the
crosses indicate twice the error ∆a = 0.4 nm in measurements of absolute separations be-
tween the surfaces. The vertical arms are twice the error ∆F ′ = 0.64µN/m in measurements
of the gradient of the Casimir force. All errors are indicated at the 67% confidence level.
Measurements were performed over the separation region from 224 to 500 nm.
The gradient of the Casimir force between an Au sphere and graphene sheet deposited
on a SiO2 film covering a Si plate (semispace) was calculated using the Lifshitz formula
in the proximity force approximation [2]. For convenience in computations, we use the
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dimensionless variables (10) and obtain
F ′(a) =
kBTR
4a3
∞∑
l=0
′
∫
∞
ζl
y2dy
[
r
(Au)
TM (iζl, y)R
(g,f,s)
TM (iζl, y)
ey − r
(Au)
TM (iζl, y)R
(g,f,s)
TM (iζl, y)
+
r
(Au)
TE (iζl, y)R
(g,f,s)
TE (iζl, y)
ey − r
(Au)
TE (iζl, y)R
(g,f,s)
TE (iζl, y)
]
, (22)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T = 300K is the temperature at the laboratory,
and the dimensionless quantities ζl = 2aξl/c are expressed via the Matsubara frequencies
ξl = 2pikBT l/h¯ with l = 0, 1, 2, . . . . Note that under the condition a ≪ R, which is
satisfied in our case with a wide safety margin, the corrections to PFA in sphere-plate
geometry are negligibly small [37–40]. Now we specify the reflection coefficients r
(Au)
TM,TE and
R
(g,f,s)
TM,TE entering Eq. (22).
The first of them is the standard amplitude Fresnel coefficient on the Au semispace given
by Eqs. (7) and (18). In terms of dimensionless variables, for the TM and TE polarizations,
it is given by
r
(Au)
TM (iζl, y) =
ε
(Au)
l y −
√
y2 + (ε
(Au)
l − 1)ζ
2
l
ε
(Au)
l y +
√
y2 + (ε
(Au)
l − 1)ζ
2
l
,
r
(Au)
TE (iζl, y) =
y −
√
y2 + (ε
(Au)
l − 1)ζ
2
l
y +
√
y2 + (ε
(Au)
l − 1)ζ
2
l
, (23)
where ε
(Au)
l ≡ ε
(Au)(icζl/2a). The latter quantity is found (see reviews [2, 22] and references
therein) by means of the Kramers-Kronig relation from the optical data for Imε (Au) given
over a wide frequency range in Ref. [41] and extrapolated to zero frequency. It is well
known [2, 22] that there are two approaches to this extrapolation using the Drude and the
plasma models leading to different results for the thermal Casimir force between two metallic
surfaces. For a metallic surface interacting with graphene the differences arising from the
use of two approaches are, however, negligibly small [13, 25] and are included here into the
magnitude of the theoretical error.
The reflection coefficients from a graphene sheet deposited on a SiO2 film covering a Si
plate, R
(g,f,s)
TM,TE, can be written using the formalism, developed in Sec. II and the standard
formulas of the Lifshitz theory describing the reflection coefficients from planar layered
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structures [2, 42, 43]
R
(g,f,s)
TM,TE(iζl, y) =
R
(g,s)
TM,TE(iζl, y) + r
(f,s)
TM,TE(iζl, y)e
−2Dk1
1 +R
(g,s)
TM,TE(iζl, y)r
(f,s)
TM,TE(iζl, y)e
−2Dk1
, (24)
where k1 is defined in Eq. (11). The reflection coefficients R
(g,s)
TM,TE are given in Eqs. (12)
and (20), respectively. They describe the reflection from a graphene sheet deposited on a
SiO2 semispace, and, thus, ε1 = ε
(SiO2)(icζl/2a) ≡ ε1l. The reflection coefficients r
(f,s)
TM,TE
describe the reflection on the boundary plane between the two semispaces made of SiO2
and Si. These are the standard, Fresnel, reflection coefficients. In terms of dimensionless
variables they are given by
r
(f,s)
TM (iζl, y) =
ε2lk1 − ε1lk2
ε2lk1 + ε1lk2
r
(f,s)
TE (iζl, y) =
k1 − k2
k1 + k2
, (25)
where ε2l ≡ ε
(Si)(icζl/2a) and, similar to Eq. (11),
k2 =
1
2a
[
y2 + (ε2l − 1)ζ
2
l
]1/2
. (26)
Now we discuss explicit expressions for all the quantities entering Eq. (24). According to
Eqs. (12) and (20), the coefficient R
(g,s)
TM,TE depends on the components of the polarization
tensor. As was shown in Refs. [7, 10, 13, 17], an explicit dependence of the polarization
tensor on T influences the computational results only through the contribution from the
zero Matsubara frequency ζ0 = 0, whereas all contributions with l ≥ 1 can be calculated
with the polarization tensor defined at T = 0. Because of this, in computations below we
use the following temperature-dependent expressions at ζ0 = 0 entering Eqs. (12) and (20)
[7, 13]
Π˜00(0, y) =
8α
v˜2F
[
τ
pi
∫ 1
0
dx ln
(
2 cosh
piθ
τ
)
−∆˜2
∫ 1
0
dx
θ
tanh
piθ
τ
]
, (27)
Π˜tr(0, y)− Π˜00(0, y) = 8αv˜
2
Fy
2
∫ 1
0
dx
x(1− x)
θ
tanh
piθ
τ
.
Here, α = e2/(h¯c) is the fine-structure constant, vF ≈ 9 × 10
5m/s is the Fermi velocity
in graphene [44, 45], v˜F ≡ vF/c, the temperature parameter is τ = 4piakBT/(h¯c), and the
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following notation is introduced
θ ≡ θ(x, y) =
[
∆˜2 + x(1− x)v˜2F y
2
]1/2
, (28)
where ∆ is gap parameter of graphene and ∆˜ ≡ 2a∆/(h¯c). The gap parameter takes into
account that the Dirac-type excitations in graphene become massive under the influence
of electron-electron interaction, substrates, and defects of the structure [46–50]. The exact
value of ∆ is unknown but its maximum value is estimated as 0.1 eV [4].
At all nonzero Matsubara frequencies one can use in Eqs. (12) and (20) the following
expressions found [4, 7, 13] at T = 0:
Π˜00(iζl, y) = α
y2 − ζ2l
f 2(ζl, y)
Φ(ζl, y) (29)
Π˜tr(iζl, y)−
y2
y2 − ζ2l
Π˜00(iζl, y) = αΦ(ζl, y),
where the two notations are introduced
f(ζl, y) =
[
v˜2F y
2 + (1− v˜2F )ζ
2
l
]1/2
, (30)
Φ(ζl, y) = 4∆˜ + 2f(ζl, y)
[
1−
4∆˜2
f 2(ζl, y)
]
arctan
f(ζl, y)
2∆˜
.
Two more quantities, which are needed to calculate the reflection coefficients (25), are the
dielectric permittivities of Si and SiO2 at the imaginary Matsubara frequencies. The Si plate
used in Ref. [25] had a resistivity between 0.001 and 0.005Ω cm, which corresponds [51] to
a charge carrier density n ≈ (1.6÷ 7.8)× 1019 cm−3. For B-doped Si the dielectric-to-metal
transition occurs [52] at nc ≈ 3.95×10
18 cm−3. Thus, the Si used was of metal-type with the
plasma frequency ωp between 5×10
14 rad/s and 11×1014 rad/s [53] and γ ≈ 1.1×1014 rad/s
for the relaxation parameter [25]. In our computations we used ε2l = ε
(Si)(iξl) obtained [54]
by means of the Kramers-Kronig relation from the optical data [55] extrapolated to zero
frequency either by the Drude or by the plasma model. Similar to the case of Au interacting
with graphene, here different types of extrapolation lead to only a minor differences in the
resulting force gradients which are included in the theoretical error. As to the dielectric
permittivity ε1l = ε
(SiO2)(iξl), a sufficiently accurate expression for it presented in Ref. [56]
was used in computations.
Finally, the gradients of the Casimir force in the experimental configuration of Ref. [25]
were computed by Eq. (22) with the reflection coefficients presented in Eqs. (23) and (24).
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The obtained force gradients were corrected for the presence of surface roughness on both
surfaces. For this purpose the rms roughness was measured by means of AFM and found
to be equal to 1.6 and 1.5 nm on the sphere and graphene, respectively. It was taken
into account using the multiplicative approach [2, 22] which is sufficiently precise for so
small roughness at relatively large separations above 200 nm. It was shown that maximum
contribution of roughness to the force gradient achieved at the shortest separation of a =
224 nm is equal to only 0.1% of the calculated results.
The computed gradients of the Casimir force are shown as gray bands in Figs. 1(a-d)
and 2(a-d) in comparison with the experimental data obtained for the first and second
graphene samples, respectively. The widths of the bands are determined by the uncertainty
in the value of ωp for a Si plate within the interval indicated above, differences between the
predictions of the Drude and plasma model extrapolations of the optical data for Au and
Si, and by the uncertainty of the mass gap parameter of graphene within the interval from
0 to 0.1 eV. As can be seen in Figs. 1 and 2, our theory describing the reflection coefficients
from graphene deposited on a substrate in terms of the polarization tensor is in a very good
agreement with the measurement data.
To make the advantages of the suggested theory more transparent, we again present in
Fig. 3 the experimental data for F ′ obtained with the first graphene sample in comparison
with the two gray theoretical bands. The lower band shows the gradient of the Casimir force
between an Au-coated sphere and a substrate consisting of a SiO2 film covering a Si plate with
no graphene coating calculated using the standard Lifshitz theory (measurement of this force
gradient presents difficulties due to electric charges localized on the dielectric surface). The
upper band shows the force gradient between an Au-coated sphere and graphene deposited
on this substrate obtained using an additive approach (i.e., computed by adding the force
gradient from Au-graphene interaction to the lower band). As can be seen from the figure,
the lower band underestimates whereas the upper band overestimates the measured force
gradients. The latter was explained in Ref. [25] by the fact that the additive approach
does not take into account the screening of the SiO2 film by the graphene sheet. The
theory developed here takes the effects of nonadditivity into account and brings theoretical
predictions in agreement with the measurement data.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
In the foregoing, we have developed a theory of the Casimir interaction for a graphene
deposited on multilayered substrate made of ordinary materials. The reflection coefficients
on substrates coated with graphene were expressed via components of the polarization tensor
of graphene in (2+1)-dimensional space-time and dielectric permittivities of substrate ma-
terials in the imaginary Matsubara frequencies. The suggested theory allows calculation of
the Casimir interaction between two graphene-coated multilayered structures and between
the test body made of an ordinary material and the graphene-coated multilayered substrate
at any temperature. It allows generalization for the case of doped graphene sheets.
The developed theory was applied to the configuration of the experiment [25] on mea-
suring the gradient of the Casimir force between an Au-coated sphere and a graphene sheet
deposited on a SiO2 film covering a Si plate. Previously the measurement data of this ex-
periment was compared with only an approximate additive theory and agreement with the
computational results was not achieved. We have performed computations of the gradient
of the Casimir force using the reflection coefficients on a multilayered substrate coated with
graphene which are expressed via the polarization tensor. Good agreement between the new
theory and the measurement data was demonstrated with no fitting parameters in the limits
of the experimental errors and uncertainties.
The achieved agreement between the experimental data and the complete theory ap-
plicable to a graphene deposited on substrates allows to conclude with certainty that the
experiment of Ref. [25] demonstrates influence of graphene sheet on the Casimir interac-
tion. This conclusion opens prospective opportunities for tailoring the Casimir force in
nanostructures by using graphene.
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FIG. 1: The experimental data for the gradient of the Casimir force between an Au-coated sphere
and graphene deposited on a SiO2 film covering a Si plate (the first sample) are shown as crosses
plotted at a 67% confidence level over different separation regions. The gray bands present the
theoretical force gradients computed using the exact reflection coefficients for graphene on a mul-
tilayered substrate derived here in terms of the polarization tensor.
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FIG. 2: The experimental data for the gradient of the Casimir force between an Au-coated sphere
and graphene deposited on a SiO2 film covering a Si plate (the second sample) are shown as
crosses plotted at a 67% confidence level over different separation regions. The gray bands present
the theoretical force gradients computed using the exact reflection coefficients for graphene on a
multilayered substrate derived here in terms of the polarization tensor.
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FIG. 3: The experimental data for the gradient of the Casimir force between an Au-coated sphere
and graphene deposited on a SiO2 film covering a Si plate (the first sample) are shown as crosses
plotted at a 67% confidence level over the separation region below 320 nm. The gray bands present
the theoretical force gradients between an Au-coated sphere and a substrate consisting of a SiO2
film covering a Si plate computed using the standard Lifshitz theory (the lower band) and between
an Au-coated sphere and graphene deposited on this substrate using the additive approach (the
upper band).
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